Dynamical downscaling is a computationally expensive method whereby finescale details of the atmosphere may be portrayed by running a limited area numerical weather prediction model (often called a regional climate model) nested within a coarse-resolution global reanalysis or global climate model output. The goal of this study is to assess using sampling techniques to dynamically downscale a small subset of days to approximate the statistical properties of the entire period of interest. Two sampling techniques are explored: one where days are randomly selected and another where representative days are chosen (or targeted) based on a set of selection criteria. The relative merit of using random sampling versus targeted random sampling is demonstrated using daily mean 2-m air temperature (T2M). The first two moments of dynamically downscaled T2M can be approximated within 0.3 K using just 5% of the population of available days during a 20-yr period. Targeted random sampling can reduce the mean absolute error of these estimates by as much as 30% locally. Estimation of the more extreme values of T2M is more uncertain and requires a larger sample size. The potential reduction in computational cost afforded by these sampling techniques could greatly benefit applications requiring high-resolution dynamically downscaled depictions of regional climate, including situations in which an ensemble of regional climate simulations is required to properly characterize uncertainty in the model physics assumptions, scenarios, and so on.
Introduction
High-resolution depictions of potential future climatic states of the atmosphere and associated uncertainty have become a critical need for policy-and decisionmakers in a variety of disciplines. For example, renewable energy resource developers may require information on the stability of precipitation in a particular catchment for hydropower (Rasmussen et al. 2011) or how the probability density function of wind speeds over a wind farm might change in a changing climate (Pryor et al. 2005a,b) . Natural resource managers are interested in how climate zones may be altered, which can have significant impacts on biota in mountainous terrain where climate zones can vary greatly over short distances in areas of steep terrain (Diniz Filho et al. 2009 ). Shifts in precipitation patterns and associated humidity at low levels of the atmosphere can be caused by subtle changes in mesoscale dynamics that can only be resolved by high-resolution models. Effective decision-making by local governments requires climate change projections at the scale of cities, and corresponding estimates of uncertainty. Each of these applications requires highresolution depictions of future climate, which may be generated through statistical or dynamical downscaling or some combination thereof (e.g., Li et al. 2012) .
Dynamical downscaling for climate change projections involves driving a comparatively high-resolution regional climate model (RCM) with boundary conditions from a comparatively coarse-resolution global climate model (GCM). However, because of the numerous assumptions inherent in GCMs and RCMs, dynamically downscaled depictions of future climate can be biased and, as with any prediction of the future, must be qualified with uncertainty information (e.g., Pielke and Wilby 2012) . Moreover, as the need for higher-resolution climate information increases (e.g., wind resource assessment, hydrological stakeholders, and quantifying the probability of weather extremes), the need for uncertainty information is concomitantly heightened owing to the increasing number of degrees of freedom (Foley 2010) . In fact, Giorgi et al. (2009) describe several sources of uncertainty in RCM simulations that should be quantified (at great computational expense) in order to fully qualify dynamical downscaling results. Factors that contribute to uncertainty in estimates of climate change include variation in assumed emissions scenarios and associated feedbacks, uncertainty in initial conditions (especially in the slow-responding components of the climate system), and uncertainties contributed by GCM forcing datasets caused by oversimplification of unresolved processes, as well as uncertainty associated with RCM formulations and subgrid-scale parameterizations.
Methods have been developed to account for biases in the downscaled climate (e.g., Wood et al. 2004; Piani et al. 2010; Rasmussen et al. 2011; Rojas et al. 2012) ; however, there have been few attempts to quantify uncertainty of high-resolution (,20 km) dynamically downscaled depictions of future climate owing to the immense computational burden (Leung et al. 2003; Salath e et al. 2010) . Generation of these types of datasets has required coordinated multinational efforts (e.g., Mearns et al. 2012 ; Van der Linden and Mitchell 2009; D equ e et al. 2012) . Even these efforts have been hampered by the use of relatively coarse spatial resolutions in the RCM (e.g., typically 25-50 km) and inadequate characterization of the full range of uncertainty as a result of using a limited number of RCM-GCM pairs.
Statistical climate downscaling is a much cheaper alternative to dynamical downscaling. Statistical climate downscaling is done by developing empirical relationships between present-day GCM data and observations (or high-resolution reanalyses) and then applying these relationships to multiple future GCM realizations to efficiently generate high-resolution, probabilistic depictions of future climate (e.g., Wilby et al. 1998) . The level of correlation between the GCM scale and observations (whose representativeness is typically localized) can often be too low to develop useful relationships. In addition, relationships that are found between GCM data and present-day observations may not even hold in the future owning to a lack of stationarity in the climate system (Benestad 2004) . Gao et al. (2012) demonstrated this issue by showing that dynamical downscaling can capture an enhanced eddy response to global warming that is only weakly present in GCMs. Another issue associated with statistical downscaling is its inability to create realistic spatial patterns in precipitation, as noted by Gutman et al. (2012) . This occurs because the statistical downscaling at a given grid point is independent of its surrounding grid points (conversely, the authors found that an appropriately configured dynamical downscaling approach can reproduce complex spatial patterns of precipitation). Finally, statistical downscaling alone does not allow for exploration of changes in physical processes in the atmosphere that may drive or respond to climate change, whereas datasets generated through dynamical downscaling can be analyzed to assess the three-dimensional atmospheric state for a given time period of interest.
Statistical-dynamical downscaling techniques are those that utilize statistical techniques to select a set of representative days from the GCM-scale data, which are, in turn, dynamically downscaled. Several techniques for selecting representative days have been developed that span a range of complexity. For example, Rife et al. (2013) developed a targeted random sampling technique that attempts to select single days (to be dynamically downscaled) from the coarse-resolution dataset that form a distribution that matches that of the entire population to within a specified level of tolerance. A more complex cluster analysis technique was used by Fuentes and Heimann (2000) to find periods with distinct weather regimes based on the large-scale 500-hPa height field patterns in a global numerical model dataset to be dynamically downscaled. This selection technique is similar to using self-organizing maps to identify the frequency of occurrence of distinct weather patterns (e.g., Seefeldt and Cassano 2012) , which could be used to select representative days for dynamical downscaling.
The main goal of this paper is to evaluate two sampling techniques that may be used to reduce the computational burden of dynamical downscaling. These techniques could be combined with others that have been developed for selecting representative GCMs that are used to drive the RCMs (e.g., McSweeney et al. 2012; Kendon et al. 2010) . Kendon et al. (2010) have shown that adequately representing the large-scale variability provided by GCMs in the dynamically downscaled datasets is also critical for representing all sources of climate change prediction uncertainty. It is believed that combining these GCM selection approaches with the statistical sampling techniques discussed herein would provide a more economical dynamically based method for representing climate change uncertainty, which would better satisfy the growing need for probabilistic high-resolution dynamically consistent regional climate projections. The experimental design, sampling techniques, and datasets are described in section 2. In section 3, the sampling techniques are evaluated by assessing their ability to reproduce the first two moments and extreme values of dynamically downscaled present-day daily mean 2-m air temperature in an area characterized by complex terrain and varied climate regimes using a single GCM-RCM combination. The results are summarized in section 4 with a discussion of the potential implications of this new approach.
Experimental design
Two sampling techniques are explored in this study: one where the sample is randomly selected (without replacement) from the period of interest and another where the sample is selected from a period of interest using a targeted random sampling (TRS) approach similar to that described by Rife et al. (2013) in which days are selected for dynamical downscaling based on some set of selection criteria applied on the coarse-resolution dataset to be downscaled. Rife et al. (2013) demonstrated that the TRS approach yields more accurate and less uncertain estimates of the PDFs of downscaled wind speed and wind direction compared to results obtained using random sampling. In this study, we evaluate these two sampling techniques in their ability to estimate the statistical properties of daily mean 2-m air temperatures (T2M) using a subset of dynamically downscaled days. The evaluation is performed by comparing the statistical properties obtained from the entire population (''truth'') of dynamically downscaled days to that obtained using a subset of days obtained via repeated trials of the two sampling techniques. The skill of each sampling technique is quantified in terms of both mean absolute error and uncertainty as described below using present-day data. The sampling techniques are further evaluated in their ability to estimate spatial patterns in dynamically downscaled mean T2M as well as the change in these spatial patterns between present-day and future climate.
a. Dynamical downscaling
The RCM used in this study is version 3.3 of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock and Klemp 2008) run at 15-km horizontal grid increments. The initial conditions and lateral boundary conditions were specified using ensemble member 6 of version 4 of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate System Model (CCSM4). The CCSM4 data are available as part of phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), which supports the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; Solomon et al. 2007 ). The CCSM4 uses fully coupled atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and land surface component models. The atmospheric component was run with a grid spacing of 0.98 3 1.258. Details of the model configuration are given by Gent et al. (2011) . Ensemble member 6 was chosen from the suite of CCSM4 members because it was readily available. In practice, the sampling techniques introduced herein would be applied to multiple pairs of GCM-RCM realizations in order to characterize various types of uncertainty.
The computational domain of the RCM used in this study spans the entire continental United States and adjacent coastal regions as well as southern Canada. The grid edges are placed such that the influence of the GCMscale forcing is minimized over the region of interest. Terrain features are resolved well enough to simulate horizontal gradients in 2-m air temperature that are related to topographic variations and terrain-induced mesobetascale atmospheric circulations. The suite of parameterizations used in the RCM simulation is given in Table 1 . Of primary interest in the simulation of the 2-m air temperature is the Noah land surface model (LSM; e.g., Chen and Dudhia 2001) , which provides fluxes of energy and moisture from the land surface to the atmosphere using the 20-category 30-arc-s land use dataset derived from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are derived from CCSM4 skin temperatures and are updated every 6 h at the RCM lower boundary. Monthly mean snow depth (water equivalent), soil temperature profiles, and soil moisture profiles from CCSM4 are used to initialize the land surface and subsurface states for the Noah LSM at the beginning of each RCM simulation. Mlawer et al. (1997) and Dudhia (1989) Surface layer Monin-Obukhov similarity with viscous sublayer to compute surface fluxes Carlson and Boland (1978) Planetary boundary layer (PBL) Yonsei University scheme used to parameterize boundary layer turbulence Hong et al. (2006) Convection scheme Captures subgrid-scale convective precipitation processes Grell and Devenyi (2002) 
Land surface
Noah LSM using 20-category 30-arc-s MODIS land-use dataset Chen and Dudhia (2001) The dynamical downscaling was performed using overlapping 32-day-long simulations for June, July, and August (JJA). These month-plus-a-day-long simulations (rather than longer simulations) were used to prevent the large-scale circulations within the interior of the downscaled simulations from drifting too far from that of the parent model (Qian et al. 2003) . Two 20-yr periods of dynamically downscaled data spanning JJA were available for this study representing time slices for the present day (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) and future climate . Each 32-day simulation is begun on the last day of the previous month. The first day of each simulation period is excluded from the dynamically downscaled dataset in order to avoid using data impacted by model spinup. The atmospheric fields [temperature, specific humidity, and the horizontal (u, y) wind components] in the upper six levels of the RCM are nudged toward the corresponding CCSM4 fields in order to further constrain the large-scale upper-level forcing in the RCM to be close to that provided by CCSM4. This technique has been found to improve long simulations (i.e., more than a few days) without dampening the energy spectrum in the lower model levels (Bowden et al. 2012) . Oleson et al. (2013) evaluated precipitation, near-surface temperature, and humidity obtained in the present-day RCM simulations used in this study and found that they compare favorably with a gridded 15-km observation-based dataset (Xia et al. 2012 ). However, it should be noted that the utility of the subsampling techniques can be assessed regardless of the skill of the dynamical downscaling.
b. Random sampling techniques
Random sampling techniques are commonly used to estimate statistical properties of a population of data (e.g., Cochran 1977) . Both random sampling and the TRS technique, as introduced above, are evaluated in this study. In the random sampling technique, each day of the population has an equal chance of being selected and can only be chosen once (i.e., random sampling without replacement). The main benefit of the random sampling technique is that it is very simple to implement. With the TRS technique the sample is chosen from a population of data based on some selection criteria. In this study, the probability density function (PDF) of T2M from a GCM grid point (called the training grid point) is used as the selection criterion. Other combinations of selection variables were assessed including using T2M combined with (i) the 3-day trend in T2M, (ii) daily mean u-and y-wind components, (iii) daily mean relative humidity, and (iv) daily precipitation amount. By far, using T2M alone as the ''training variable'' resulted in the best performance. PDFs of T2M obtained from the entire population of data from two different GCM training points are shown in Fig. 1 . For a given training grid point, the TRS approach is used to select a subset of representative days such that the PDF of T2M from the sample of GCM days closely matches that obtained using the entire population of GCM data.
As in Rife et al. (2013) , the PDF for a given training grid point is obtained by selecting bin limits that correspond with every 5th percentile of the entire population (of size N ) of GCM data values (in this case T2M). This bin spacing is chosen such that the more extreme values have the same chance of being selected as values in the center of the distribution. That is, the bin widths are much wider at the tails than in the center of the distribution (see Fig. 1 for a representation of the bins used for each GCM training grid point). The number of members m drawn to populate each bin depends on the desired sample size n is as follows: 
where 0.05 is the fixed frequency of occurrence for each bin that is used when the bin limits are specified to contain every 5th percentile of the distribution. Once the bin limits are specified, m days are randomly selected (without replacement) from a list of 0.05N candidate dates, where N is the size of the entire population. Thus, if the population contains N 5 1840 data points (i.e., 20 yr of JJA), then using a frequency bin size of 0.05 gives a total of M 5 92 candidate dates from which to draw a targeted random sample of m days for a given bin. In this way, we generate a list of n dates that have a T2M PDF that is nearly identical to that obtained from the entire population of GCM values to within a resolution, r 5 1/n.
The lists of days obtained from the two different sampling techniques described above are then obtained from the dynamically downscaled datasets described above to compute T2M. The two sampling techniques may then be evaluated by comparing the sample-based PDFs to the true PDF (i.e., the PDF obtained using the entire population of dynamically downscaled days). It is important to note that, in practice, the ''truth'' dataset will not be available since only the sample days will be dynamically downscaled. In the example shown in Fig. 1 , the PDF of T2M obtained from a single sample of 180 dynamically downscaled days is compared with that obtained using the full population of dynamically downscaled days at both training points. A key assumption that enables the viability of the TRS technique is that variability in the GCM T2M must be somewhat correlated with that obtained with the RCM. Rife et al. (2013) have shown that a correlation of greater than 0.4 is needed for TRS to outperform random sampling in estimating the PDFs of downscaled wind speed and direction at a grid point. Figure 2 shows the region chosen for this study, which spans a range of climatological regimes that are characterized by differences in topography, land use, and dominant synoptic-scale forcing. Besides the obvious climate variations imposed by terrain (e.g., ranging from high alpine to semiarid steppe), the dominant largescale circulation patterns in summer also vary across the domain. The western third of the domain is dominated by the North American monsoon in summer while the eastern portion of the domain is strongly influenced by the Great Plains low-level jet (Adams and Comrie 1997; Rife et al. 2010) . These climate regimes are evident in the first and second moments of T2M obtained from the entire population of GCM and RCM data (Fig. 2) . Mountainous regions in the western half of the domain are characterized by lower daily mean temperatures than the eastern half of the domain with greater horizontal gradients in T2M being evident in the RCM data. The second moment, given by the standard deviation (STD) in T2M, has peak values over the central Great Plains decreasing toward the south and west in both the GCM and RCM. The region of higher T2M variance over the northeastern portion of the domain in both the GCM and RCM simulations is likely related to greater synoptic-scale variability associated with fluctuations in the strength and area influenced by the low-level jet, which is modulated by periodic frontal passages (Augustine and Howard 1991) .
Results

a. Evaluation of sampling techniques: Moments estimation
The two sampling techniques are evaluated in their ability to reproduce the first two moments of T2M obtained for the full 20-yr present-day period of dynamical downscaling. Because both techniques use random sampling, the error of both techniques is estimated using a Monte Carlo approach, whereby a number of trials are performed for a given technique, generating multiple sets of representative days that are dynamically downscaled. Performance metrics may then be computed by comparing a given dynamically downscaled quantity (e.g., seasonal mean T2M) obtained for each trial to that obtained using the entire population and then finding the mean metric value over all trials. Several different metrics [e.g., mean absolute error (MAE), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and correlation] were computed and all showed similar characteristics. As an example, the mean absolute error calculated for a specific grid point i may be computed as follows:
where J is the number of trials, a i,j is the moment of an atmospheric variable that is being estimated using a sample of days from the RCM for given trial j, and t i is the true moment of the atmospheric variable of interest obtained using all days from the RCM (e.g., N 5 1840 for a 20-yr period). The performance statistics reported in this study are based on a trial size of 2500, which was determined to be adequate for calculating stable error statistics for sample sizes of 60 or more. The performance of the TRS and random sampling techniques (as indicated by MAE) is compared as a function of sample size for the Great Plains (GP) training point (Fig. 3) . The MAE in estimates of the first two moments of T2M decays exponentially with increasing sample size for both techniques. In fact, because of this nonlinear relationship, there is very little reduction in MAE for sample sizes greater than about 10% of the entire population. In addition, TRS reduces the MAE in estimates of the 20-yr mean T2M by 25% over that obtained with random sampling. Smaller reductions in MAE (10%-15%) are obtained when using TRS to estimate the STD in T2M. To put these MAE values into context, they are compared with the range of summertime mean values shown in Fig. 4 . Generally, the MAE in the estimated moments of T2M are about an order of magnitude smaller than the range of summertime seasonal mean values when using very small sample sizes. For example, using just 5% of the population, random sampling results in a MAE in the estimated mean T2M of approximately 0.35 K, which is just 10% of the range of summertime seasonal mean temperatures (;3.5 K) obtained for the GP grid point shown in Fig. 4a . For the same sample size, the second moment of T2M is estimated to within 0.25 K using random sampling. This is just 12.5% of the range of STD values shown in Fig. 4b at the GP grid point. Using the TRS technique results in MAE values that are even smaller fractions of the range of seasonal mean and STD of T2M.
While TRS allows for a notable improvement in local (i.e., single grid point) estimates of the first two moments of T2M, many applications require downscaled information over a much larger region (i.e., thousands of grid points). To evaluate the utility of the two sampling techniques for such applications, the MAE is computed FIG. 3 . MAE in seasonal mean T2M (black) and STD in T2M (red) estimated using random sampling (solid) and targeted random sampling (dashed) for the GP grid point. The MAE is computed using 5000 trials for each fractional sample size shown. Estimates obtained from TRS were obtained using the GP training point shown in Fig. 2. for each grid point across the entire region shown in Fig. 2 , for a sample size of 80 days (4.3% of the full 20-yr sample). The spatial variation in performance of the random sampling technique is shown in Fig. 5 . The MAE varies by a factor of 2 across the domain with the value reported for the GP grid point (0.4 K in Fig. 3) , being representative of a small region centered over Kansas. Much smaller MAE values are found over the southern Great Plains and Rocky Mountains where T2M tends to be much less variable (see Figs. 2c,d ). The range of STD T2M MAE values (Fig. 5c ) is similar to that found for mean T2M; however, the pattern is shifted with the region of largest MAE is centered over the high plains, to the west of the maximum MAE in mean T2M. The area of greatest MAE in STD T2M corresponds with the area where the gradients in the STD of T2M are largest (Figs. 2c,d) .
These MAE values can be placed into context by normalizing using the range of interannual variability among 20 summers for a given moment. For example, the normalization of MAE in summertime mean T2M at a grid point nMAE i is given by
where T2M i is the summer mean T2M at grid point i. A similar expression is used for normalization of STD in T2M where T2M i is replaced with the STD in T2M. The nMAE in the random-sampling-based estimate of T2M i obtained using a sample size of 80 days is less than 0.15 across most of the evaluation domain (Fig. 5b) . That is, the MAE in the estimated T2M i is generally less than 15% of the range of interseasonal variability in summertime mean T2M. For estimates of the STD in T2M, a north-south gradient is evident in nMAE, with the MAE being generally less than 20% of the full range of interseasonal variability in the STD of T2M (Fig. 5d) .
Larger nMAE values in the south are attributed to the smaller seasonality in the southern part of the domain (Fig. 4b) . The selection of downscaling days using TRS adds appreciable value over that obtained via random sampling. The relative change in nMAE obtained when using TRS instead of random sampling is shown in Fig. 6 for two different training grid points: one representative of the Rocky Mountains (RM training point) and the other representative of the central Great Plains (GP training point). Regardless of training grid point location, the nMAE in the TRS-based estimates of the first two moments of T2M is lower everywhere in the domain, with reductions in nMAE of up to 30% spanning several hundred kilometers. The improvements afforded by TRS are especially evident in areas characterized by terrain or T2M variability (Fig. 2b) that is similar to that found at training grid point. As it turns out, the regions where TRS has the biggest improvement over random sampling occur where the GCM T2M data at the training point are better correlated with the RCM T2M data over the entire period of interest (Fig.  7) . A comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 indicates that the correlation between T2M at the GCM training point and T2M at the nearest RCM grid point must exceed roughly 0.5 for there to be a notable reduction in nMAE using TRS. These correlation maps give an indication of the area over which the TRS adds appreciable value over simple random sampling. Based on these correlation maps it is evident that small changes in the choice of GCM training point location will have a minor influence on the effectiveness of the TRS.
Given the results discussed above, it is clear that either random sampling or TRS could be used to select a small (,10% of population) subset of days for dynamical downscaling that would provide a good estimate of the first two moments of downscaled T2M. While more involved, the TRS technique offers additional value in areas that are of similar terrain and/or atmospheric variability to those of the training grid point. It is also noteworthy that using TRS resulted in lower nMAE values throughout the entire domain, even in areas that were dissimilar from the training grid point. While the first two moments of T2M are typically used to assess climate change, other applications require information on how extremes might change in a changing climate. In the following subsection, the ability of the random and TRS sampling techniques to represent temperature extremes is explored.
b. Evaluation of sampling techniques: Percentiles
The ability of the two sampling techniques to represent the more extreme values of T2M is explored by evaluating how well they estimate the 90th percentile value (or p value) of a ranked distribution of T2M, hereafter called the P90 T2M. A distribution of P90 T2M estimates is generated by performing 2500 trials with each sampling technique. The distribution of P90 T2M estimates obtained with 2500 trials is shown in Fig.  8a for a sample size of 80 members (;5% of the entire population) at the GP training grid point. The distributions of P90 T2M estimates are approximately Gaussian for both sampling techniques; however, the distribution obtained using TRS (using the GP grid point for selecting days) is better centered on the true value and slightly more sharp than that obtained using random sampling. The MAE is about 0.4 K for both random sampling and TRS but the width of the 90% confidence interval (90CI), taken as the difference between the 95th and 5th percentile (P95 and P05) values of the P90 T2M estimates, is smaller for TRS. In the example shown in Fig. 8a , the 90CI in estimates of P90 T2M may be computed from the thin vertical lines, which correspond with the P5 and P95 values for the two distributions of P90 T2M estimates. Based on Fig. 8a , the width of the 90CI obtained for the random technique (black dashed vertical lines) is about 15% larger (i.e., less sharp and/or more uncertain) than that obtained using TRS with the GP grid point (red vertical lines). Thus, the TRS technique improves accuracy and reduces uncertainty in the estimated P90 T2M relative to that found when using the random sampling approach. These results were also found to be relatively insensitive to choice of training grid point.
The same methodology can be applied over a range of T2M p values so that the uncertainty can be given as a function of p value and sample size (Fig. 8b) . As expected, the width of the 90CI decreases with increasing sample size with the larger decreases occurring around the center of the distribution of T2M [i.e., from approximately the 25th to 75th percentile (P25-P75)]. This chart can be used to estimate the sample size required for a desired level of uncertainty. For example, if one is interested in being within 60.25 K (given by red line in Fig. 8b ) of the actual 90th percentile T2M value obtained from downscaling, one would require a TRS-chosen sample of roughly 180 members.
Looking at the 90CI for the P50 T2M shown in Fig. 8b , it is evident that the relationship between uncertainty and sample size is somewhat linear. That is, doubling the sample size from 80 to 180 (or from 180 to 360) members results in a 50% reduction in the width of the 90CI for most p values. However, the 90CI varies somewhat asymmetrically with p value, with the P05 T2M estimate having a much larger 90CI than the P95 T2M estimate. In addition, the smallest 90CI occurs at P75 T2M, rather than at the median [50th percentile (P50)]. This asymmetric variation in the 90CI with p value appears to be related to the shape of the true distribution, which is negatively skewed with a long tail of lower T2M values for the GP grid point (Fig. 1b) . Similar results are found for the RM grid point, which also has a negatively skewed distribution of T2M (Fig. 1a) . Comparing Figs. 9a and 2b it is seen that the more extreme T2M (given by the 90th percentile) in the dynamically downscaled dataset tends to be about 4 K above the mean. Uncertainty in the estimated P90 T2M values is indicated by the width of the 90CI (Fig. 9b) . Uncertainty in estimated P90 T2M obtained using random sampling varies by over a factor of 3 across the domain, with smallest values occurring over the mountains and southern Great Plains and largest values occurring over the central Great Plains (Fig. 9b) . Uncertainty obtained using TRS with the GP training point results in a similar pattern in uncertainty, with the width of the 90CI being reduced between 5% and 10% compared to random sampling across much of the domain and with FIG. 9. Contour plots of the (a) P90 T2M obtained using full present-day period of dynamical downscaling and (b) 90CI for the P90 T2M estimated using random sampling (180 members). Contour plot of the relative change in the width of the 90CI obtained using TRS with the (c) RM and (d) GP training grid point as given by (TRS 2 random)/ random. The 90CI in the P90 T2M values was estimated using 2500 trials. the largest reductions over the central Great Plains near the GP training grid point (Fig. 9d) . The 90CI over mountainous areas showed very little change in 90CI when the GP point was used, but significantly decreased when the RM training point was used (Fig. 9c) .
c. Representation of climate change
In practice the sampling techniques described above would be used to estimate both present-day and future climate states, which may then be differenced to assess climate change. The climate change patterns in T2M obtained by differencing dynamically downscaled data obtained for the present day (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) and the future (2046-65) are compared to those obtained using random sampling and TRS in Fig. 10 . The change in summertime mean T2M obtained from the full-period downscaling ranges from 2 K in the southeastern corner of the domain to nearly 3 K in the northwestern corner of the domain (Fig. 10a) . There are also finescale variations in the temperature change in the mountainous western third of the domain. The ability of the sampling techniques to represent the mean signal and spatial variations in the climate change signal is shown in the remaining panels of Fig. 10 . Estimates of the change in the summertime mean T2M were obtained using a sample size that is roughly 10% (180 days from present and future periods) of the entire population. To estimate uncertainty a set of 2500 trials of both present and future climate were performed. A method was then developed to select a representative summertime mean T2M map from among the 2500 trials. This was done by first binning the result for each trial based on the domainwide average MAE in the estimated T2M field. Then, a representative example summertime mean T2M field was randomly selected from the most frequently occurring domainwide average MAE bin. It is seen that both the random sampling and TRS approaches yield reasonable estimates of the magnitude of climate change with the range of values matching those obtained from the full period of dynamical downscaling shown in Fig. 10a . While differences between the true change in summertime mean T2M and those obtained via sampling are generally less than 0.25 K, the smaller-scale patterns in the change in summertime mean T2M are less well captured by the sampling techniques when smaller small sample sizes are used (e.g., ,180 members). Larger sample sizes could be used if better fidelity in the finescale gradients of DT2M is desired.
The uncertainty of each estimate (as given by contours of 0.5 3 90CI) increases from south to north and from west to east across the domain. Estimates of the change in summertime mean T2M obtained using random sampling show a maximum level of uncertainty (up FIG. 10. Change in seasonal mean T2M from present-day (1986 -2005 to future (2046-65) obtained using (a) fullperiod dynamical downscaling and that estimated using a 180-day sample using (b) random sampling and (c) TRS with the RM training point and (d) TRS with the GP training point. Uncertainty, given by 0.5 3 90CI, was estimated using 2500 trials (solid contours).
to 60.75 K) over the central Great Plains. This corresponds with the area of greatest variability in presentday CCSM4 data (Fig. 2c) . As shown in Figs. 10c,d TRS can significantly reduce the uncertainty with reductions of up to 30% in areas close to the training grid point. In fact, using TRS, regardless of the training point, appears to reduce uncertainty in the estimated change in summertime mean T2M across the domain.
Summary and commentary
Two random sampling techniques are proposed for use in reducing the computational burden of dynamical downscaling. These techniques were evaluated in their ability to estimate both the first two moments of T2M as well as more extreme values (e.g., 90th percentile T2M) over a region of varied climatic regimes and topography. While both methods use random sampling to select a subset of days for dynamical downscaling, the TRS approach attempts to select a set of representative days that provide a more accurate and precise dynamically downscaled result. Using a small sample size (i.e., less than 10% of the entire population) the random selection method performed well, with mean absolute errors generally being only a fraction of the true variability for the 20 yr of seasonal mean summertime values for both the mean and standard deviation of T2M. The TRS technique resulted in improved estimates of mean and standard deviation of T2M, with the MAE of mean T2M being reduced by up to 25% compared to that obtained using random sampling. The benefits gained by using TRS tended to be similar over regions of like terrain and/or synoptic variability, typically spanning over 1000 km 2 with the biggest improvements concentrated within an area of 500 km 2 surrounding the training grid point location.
The two sampling techniques were also shown to be of use in estimating the extreme values of T2M while still using a relatively small sample size. The random sampling technique estimated the P90 T2M values to within 60.5 K (about 15% of the seasonal range of P90 T2M values) for most of the evaluation region. The magnitude of the uncertainty was linked to the level of variability in the region, with the largest uncertainty occurring in the central Great Plains where the STD in the downscaled T2M was greatest. The TRS technique was able to reduce uncertainty compared to random sampling by up to 10% depending on choice of training grid point.
Finally, it was shown that the sampling techniques can be used to select days for dynamical downscaling to approximate both present-day and future climate variability, in order to assess climate change and large-scale regional variations thereof. Using just 10% of the population, the estimated change in summertime mean T2M obtained with random sampling had a 90CI half-width of 0.75 K. The TRS further reduced the uncertainty in the mean T2M change signal to within 0.55 K in regions surrounding the training grid points. The TRS technique also led to better estimates of the horizontal gradients in the change in summer T2M. Further improvements (i.e., reduced uncertainty and better representation of horizontal variations in the pattern of the change in summer T2M) could be achieved by increasing the sample size. Additional improvements may also be possible by using two or more training grid points to select multiple sets of days that can then be parsed for commonality to provide a list of days that better represents the variability across a region.
The choice of sampling approach (technique and sample size) will depend on the application. The random sampling technique offers a simple approach for reducing computational burden of dynamical climate downscaling. Sample sizes of roughly 10%-20% of the size of the entire population (e.g., 2-4 yr instead of 20 yr) yield MAEs that are less than 10% of the range in summer variability of T2M. For the same sample size, TRS can further reduce the MAE, especially over regions for which the GCM training grid point is representative (e.g., of like-terrain and/or synoptic variability). Using TRS could be particularly useful for climate change studies focused on smaller regions (1000 km) 2 since it reduces the sample size needed to achieve a given level of tolerable error over that possible using random sampling alone. Thus, given limited computational resources, using TRS to select representative days would allow for dynamical downscaling using either higher resolution to better resolve relevant processes or an increased number of scenarios or RCM-GCM pairs to better quantify uncertainty than would be possible using random sampling alone.
Choosing the best sample size requires finding a balance between the acceptable level of error (and uncertainty) and the computational cost of dynamical downscaling. Ideally, sample size would be set such that the uncertainty due to sampling errors is much smaller than the variability found among the different RCM simulations. For example, typical inter-RCM in T2M variability ranges from 228 to 68C for a given scenario over North America (Mearns et al. 2012 ). This range of values, which is associated with model formulations and physics assumptions, is much larger than the MAE found using either technique for sample sizes as small as 5% of the entire population. Based on results from Rife et al. (2013) and this study it is expected that variations in the MAE and uncertainty caused by sampling will not vary much across GCM-RCM pairs and will remain far below the model-to-model variability associated with differences in RCM physics. Given a fixed allocation of computing resources, a 95% reduction in computation cost would enable a factor of 20 more dynamical downscaling simulations. Thus, these random sampling approaches offer a more tractable approach for quantifying uncertainty resulting from several factors related to dynamical downscaling as discussed by Giorgi et al. (2009) .
Many climate change applications require knowledge of how both temperature and precipitation are likely to change in the future. While a full assessment of how the random sampling techniques fare in estimating the PDF of other atmospheric variables is beyond the objectives of this proof-of-concept study, Fig. 11 indicates that these sampling techniques yield reasonable estimates of mean summertime rainfall rate using relatively small sample sizes. Here, the mean rainfall rate obtained using dynamical downscaling is compared with that obtained using a 180-member random sample. The evaluation was performed using random sampling because variables that could have been used as selection criteria in the TRS, such as midlevel specific humidity and upperlevel winds as discussed by Schoof et al. (2010) , were not readily available. Nonetheless, it is evident that using a random sample size that is just 10% of the full population results in MAE values that are generally less than 25% of the mean rainfall rate. The largest relative MAEs in the mean rainfall rate are evident over the southern Great Plains where dynamically downscaled precipitation tends to be dominated by infrequent but heavy rainfall events that are less likely to be fully represented by the subsample. Smaller relative MAEs (,15%) are found over the mountains where precipitation occurs more frequently.
The sampling techniques discussed herein have been shown to provide estimates of seasonal mean T2M that closely match the true values. Similar results have been found for precipitation in this study and winds (Rife et al. 2013) . Given that the random sampling techniques reduce the computational expense by an order of magnitude while giving up a small fraction of performance skill, these techniques could be used to allow for a better estimation of climate change uncertainty through ensemble climate modeling. In addition, many climate downscaling studies neglect to consider how the frequency of extreme events will change because they are typically limited to analyzing two 20-yr periods. The sampling techniques proposed herein could also serve to improve representation of extreme events by sampling over much longer time periods.
While the sampling techniques are promising, there are some limitations of the approach. First and foremost, the techniques will result in a discontinuous set of downscaled data. While this is not an issue for many applications, a significant number of studies do require a continuous record of atmospheric data from the models (Table 2) . While the discontinuous dataset is a limitation, it may be mitigated by combing sampling techniques described herein with the analog technique described by Delle Monache et al. (2011 Monache et al. ( , 2013 in which relationships between the sample of GCM and RCM data can then be used to create continuous records of downscaled data. Second, the TRS method relies on there being significant correlations between the GCM and RCM modeled state variables. The level of correlation between the RCM and GCM will depend on the difference in scales resolved by the two models, the variable of interest (e.g., T2M is better correlated between RCM and GCM than precipitation), and location (i.e., higher correlations in regions of homogeneous surface boundary conditions). For a given variable, the relationship between correlation and the difference in resolved scales is likely nonlinear and should be explored prior to implementing the sampling techniques proposed herein. (Rife et al. 2013) Crop modeling that needs duration of dry spells and length of growing seasons (Pryor et al. 2013 ) Energy demand that requires frequency of days above or below some threshold (Pryor et al. 2013) Runoff modeling that needs time history of precipitation (David et al. 2009; Rasmussen et al. 2011 ) Assessment of the changes in storm strength for coastal city planning
Heat wave duration that needs sequence of days Airborne materials hydrometeor impact modeling that requires PDF of precipitation (Moylan et al. 2013) Pollution modeling needs time history of atmospheric conditions conducive to accumulation of pollutants at the surface Tropical storm frequency Drought duration
Those requiring seasonal mean quantities: Extreme events: Regional variations in climate change Flash flood modeling for design of urban drainage networks (Maraun et al. 2010 ) Seasonal RH and precipitation for assessment of human health resulting from vector-borne illness (e.g., MacMillan et al. 2012) Extreme temperatures
Ecosystem modeling Extreme precipitation intensity Some hydrological impact studies such as water resource management (Maraun et al. 2010) Extreme wind events Seasonal snowpack modeling Severe weather Maps of mean wind speed for wind energy prospecting (Landberg et al. 2003) 
